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INTRODUCTION
In order to deliver on the Bathurst Region Cultural Vision 2036
goal to develop a “strategic approach to the creative activation of
Bathurst’s public spaces and places”, Bathurst Regional Council
(BRC) has implemented a Bathurst Public Art Policy and this
supporting BRC Public Art Framework.
Council recognises that Public Art includes a wide range of
arts activities in the public realm from community cultural
development activities, place making projects, and stand-alone
artworks, to artworks integrated with buildings, landscape or urban
developments. Therefore, Public Art can reflect a diverse range
of styles and practices that differ from traditional forms such as
memorials, monuments, sculptures or murals and also functional
objects such as fountains, street furniture, lighting and paving.
Public Art may be permanent or temporary, and include installations
and performances, billboard art, sound installations, video or laser
projections, text-based, and street art.

New technologies should be explored by artists for both permanent
and temporary artworks. Digital projectors have been utilised
for temporary projections onto buildings and trees as part of
festival events in the Bathurst Region and Council will explore the
installation of permanent projectors in order to facilitate an on-going
program changing digital images and video onto buildings and civic
infrastructure.
To support a program of temporary and ephemeral art this
Framework recommends the installation of ‘Art Platforms” such as
data projectors, light boxes, and billboards in key locations. This
initiative will allow a large number of artists to have the opportunity
to show their work in public spaces across the Bathurst Region.

Council also believes that Public Art can be an important contributor
to a holistic place-making approach. Permanent public art can
contribute to developing local identity through the expression of a
local narrative based on artwork concepts drawn from local stories
and events. It can provide sculptural elements that can become
cognitive place markers by which people navigate and use as
meeting places, while interactive artworks can encourage community
participation.
Temporary artworks can activate places and be utilised as a
mechanism to herald change in advance of future place-making
projects. In addition, artworks that actively engage the local
community can provide the basis for understanding local needs and
aspirations and inform future place-making plans.
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OVERVIEW AND DELIVERY MODELS
Bathurst Regional Council appreciates that the term Public Art
covers a wide range of artwork outcomes, including: independent
‘stand-alone’ artworks in public places; artworks integrated with
buildings and other civic infrastructure; and artwork interventions
that activate public spaces.

spaces. As part of Council’s commitment to public art and creating
vibrant public spaces a series of ‘Art Platforms’ will be installed
around the city and the region. These, platforms will allow for the
commissioning of temporary and ephemeral artworks to create a
virtual outdoor gallery.

The following descriptions provide an overview of the different
delivery models for Public Art:

Interventions may be created on the initiative of an artist who
chooses the location and subject matter for the work and then seeks
permission from Council to implement the proposal, with or without
financial support from the City.

Independently commissioned
These artworks are independently commissioned sculptural landmark
or commemorative artworks and not necessarily associated with
other capital works. While many landmark works are large scale
objects they may also be of a human scale or even quite small works.
Importantly, they should be a unique work that is site-specific and
special to a particular place.
Integrated into civic infrastructure
Involving artists/craftspeople with integrated artworks as part of the
landscape, buildings, infrastructure or civic spaces can add a special
extra quality. Options might include building and infrastructure
fabric such as facades, glazing, architectural detailing and public
spaces, paving, street furniture or retaining walls. The advantages
of involving artists in integrated artworks can be the development of
custom-made detailing or furniture that has a strong sense of place
and uniqueness.
Interventions into existing environments
The concept of an ‘Intervention’ is about an encounter with the
unexpected. This includes artists challenging perceptions about
the place and forcing a rethink about how we perceive particular
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The Framework also considers Public Art from the perspective of its
lifespan, such as:
Permanent and/or Long-term
Traditionally, public art commissions were constructed from bronze
or stone and intended to last forever. In more modern public
art practice the material range has dramatically expanded with
mild steel, stainless steel, wood, glass, ceramics and UV stabilised
compounds such as fiberglass and carbon fibre products all
becoming viable alternatives. The greater range of materials has
created almost unlimited options for artists working in public places
while also delivering a suitable long-term artwork.
Temporary and/or Medium-term
Medium-term artworks would be expected to last from two to five
years and therefore created from less durable materials than longterm artworks. However, even medium-term artworks must consider
materials and techniques that can both withstand the exposure
to local weather conditions and be sufficiently robust in terms of
public risk, etc. Street Art can be seen as a practical option for
medium term art in public spaces as most paints will last for five
4

years or more and can be painted over when they come to the end
of their life. Increasingly Street Art or aerosol art is being recognised
as a legitimate practice of art in public places when involving the
permission of private property owners and obtaining appropriate
approvals from relevant Council departments. Street Art may
also take the form of artworks undertaken by individual artists or
community groups. Increasingly Councils are sponsoring Street Art
Festivals and providing access to legal free walls.
Ephemeral and/or Short-term, including platforms for temporary
art
Bathurst has a range of public spaces that can be utilised for art
events and temporary installations, including; parks, plazas, streets
and civic buildings. An effective mechanism for introducing an
element of change into the built environment can be through
providing art spaces or ‘platforms’ for temporary artworks. For
example, there are a number of successful curated ‘art billboards’
in Australia, where artists utilise traditional billboard technology to
create their artwork.
An alternate approach is to use digital technology for screen-based
artworks, including digital screens that can be used for new media
art as well as for event programming and special broadcasts. This
includes the installation of wall mounted light box infrastructure that
can become an exhibition space for changing artworks.
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IMPLEMENTATION
The Bathurst Public Art Policy (PAP) and Framework has been
developed to inform the planning, delivery and asset management
of Public Art works commissioned by Bathurst Regional Council and
detail Council’s requirements for non-Council Public Art that may be
located on public land. In addition, Council will provide an advisory
service to those seeking advice on initiating public art projects on
privately-owned land within the Bathurst Region.
In order to ensure that the implementation of the Framework and
associated Guidelines are sustainable in the long term, there will be a
three-stage rollout of Public Art based on delivering two approaches
to programming. Firstly, a Public Art Program of curated temporary
and ephemeral works and artist-initiated proposals. Secondly,
Public Art Projects covering independent and integrated permanent
artworks.
The Public Art Program is a curated program of temporary and
ephemeral works and artist-initiated proposals supported, developed
and implemented by Bathurst Regional Art Gallery (BRAG) as an
extension of its ongoing artistic program. This program will have
the capacity to link to festivals, residencies, events and smart city
initiatives in the region, and provide professional development
opportunities for emerging and established artists.
Public Art Projects include medium to large-scale independent
commissioned artworks in public spaces as well as commissioned
artworks integrated into capital works projects.
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Stage 1: Establishment (1–3 years)
The Establishment Stage will focus on a Public Art Program featuring
temporary and ephemeral art opportunities associated with the
installation of Art Platforms in key public locations.
BRAG is a regional gallery with a strong curatorial track record and is
therefore ideally positioned to deliver the Establishment Stage. The
BRAG Director and curatorial staff will be responsible for overseeing
the implementation of the Public Art Framework’s initial focus on a
Public Art Program featuring temporary artwork.
They will also undertake initial discussions with Council regarding
establishing pathways to encourage the identification of Public Art
Project opportunities for integrated art in Council works.
Stage 2: Consolidation (3–5 years)
The Consolidation Stage will build on the work from the
Establishment Stage and expand to cover both commissioned
independent public artwork and consolidate the integration of
artwork into the Councils Capital Works program.
Stage 3: On-going (5 years plus)
The On-going Stage will expand on the ground-work put in place
during Stage 1 and 2 and establish the Public Art Framework as a
core Council business with a defined budget.
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OBJECTIVES
In developing the BRC Public Art Framework Council recognises that
Public Art is a diverse area of cultural and arts practice and can be
considered from a number of perspectives. For example, Public Art
has a long tradition of storytelling, commemoration and celebration.
Around the country artists have created works that reference
significant historic Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander, European
and multicultural events and individuals. In this context public art
can be seen as contributing to the cultural legacy of a place and its
people. Equally important are the artworks that explore stories and
concepts relating to contemporary life. These artworks may explore
issues that challenge and confront some members of the community
or act to stimulate community discussion and debate.
The integration of artworks as part of place making projects is
today considered an essential contributor to making a space a
‘place’. Artworks, be they independent pieces forming a collection
of an Outdoor Gallery or integrated infrastructure elements such as
street furniture, can help to build local character and make places
unique and culturally rich. It is about making places special, and
encouraging people to spend time pin these places while feeling safe,
comfortable, and part of the urban community.
Artists are at the forefront of place activation and concepts such as
‘Tactical Urbanism,’ which provide opportunities to trial public space
and infrastructure ideas through low-cost, high impact temporary
artwork interventions, can catalyse long-term change. Place
activation may also involve urban festivals and ‘Pop-Up’ activities
such as outdoor cinemas, theatres and galleries. For example, there
is an increasing number of Street Art Festivals happening around
Australia attracting large numbers of visitors and even greater
interest online through social media.
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While it is important to consider art opportunities from a purely
aesthetic and cultural value perspective, the Framework seeks to
position the commissioning of Public Art in line with Council’s policy
and strategy documents such as: the Bathurst 2040 Community
Strategic Plan; Bathurst Region Economic Development Strategy
2018–2022; Bathurst Region Destination Management Plan 2015;
Bathurst Region Heritage Plan 2017–2020; and Village Plans. Of
particular relevance are Council’s Strategic Objectives as identified in
the Bathurst Region Cultural Vision 2036,. By positioning the aims of
the Framework in line with, endorsed objectives will help to deliver
the Cultural Vision through a dynamic and innovative program.

The Key Cultural Vision Strategies are:
1. Creative Places: A Place of Culture and Creativity
Public Art will make an important contribution to the ‘sense of place’
and identity of Bathurst and of public spaces across the whole
region. Public Art in its many forms has the ability to highlight the
elements that make a place unique through: celebrating the heritage
of the area; telling stories of events and the people of the region;
celebrating the region’s diversity; and communicating community
values.
In addition, commissioning contemporary public art will: demonstrate
the community’s commitment to culture and creativity; express
confidence about the Bathurst region’s future; and be a symbol of
civic pride. Well-designed, vibrant and culturally relevant places are
respected by the community and evidence has shown that Public
Art, when relevant to the place, can play an important role in building
this respect.
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2. Creative Programs: Telling Bathurst Region Stories
Public Art will be commissioned to contribute to the contemporary
interpretation and expression of the history and cultural values of a
people and place across the Bathurst Region. The region has a rich
Aboriginal history reaching back thousands of years, as well as more
recent stories from early European settlement and the present day.
The BRC Public Art Framework will therefore encourage the creation
of high-quality artworks that reference significant Aboriginal stories
alongside those of European and migrant significance.
3. Creative People: Developing a Creative Milieu
Public Art will provide an important mechanism to encourage
creativity, innovation and capacity-building within the Bathurst
arts community. New Public Art commissions will seek to support
local creative people to build their confidence, technical skills
and conceptual development. The development of opportunities
for temporary art projects, which are low-cost and low-risk, will
encourage young and emerging artists to create works for public
spaces that explore contemporary ideas of relevance to the Bathurst
Region community.
Large-scale and permanent projects will provide opportunities to
support the career development of more established artists and
can be utilised to offer mentoring experience to younger artists.
Commissioning professional artists from across Australia and
overseas will also provide opportunities to heighten the Bathurst
creative milieu by bringing new and challenging ideas to the local
community.
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PUBLIC ART GOALS
Goal 1: Creative Places: A Place of Culture and Creativity
Goal 1.1: 		To commission permanent public artworks that
contribute to a heightened sense of place and place
making across the Bathurst Region.

Goal 3: Creative People: Developing a Creative Milieu
Goal 3.1:		To highlight the creativity of the arts community by
delivering a diverse range of Public Art opportunities
that help to build arts community capacity and skills.

Goal 1.2: 	To commission permanent and temporary public
art that contributes to a vibrant public realm that
demonstrates the Bathurst Region’s creativity and
innovation.

Goal 3.2:	To support, initiate and curate a program of changing
temporary/ephemeral/intervention art in public spaces
that provide opportunities for young, emerging and
regionally based artists.

Goal 1.3:		To establish a whole-of-council approach to
commissioning integrated art that enhances the quality
and appearance of civic infrastructure across the
Bathurst Region.

Goal 3.3:	To identify creative opportunities for the Public Art
Program to support local artists contributing public art
projects in conjunction with local festivals and events.

Goal 2: Creative Programs: Telling Bathurst Regions Stories
Goal 2.1:		To work in partnership with the Aboriginal community
to develop culturally appropriate Public Art
opportunities that express Wiradjuri culture and stories.
Goal 2.2:	To commission Public Art that reflects a diverse range
of concepts, both historic and contemporary, that are
relevant to and reflect the Bathurst Region community.
Goal 2.3:	To provide opportunities for local artists to create
temporary Public Art that shares stories, ideas and
creativity in public spaces.
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PUBLIC ART STRATEGIES
STRATEGY 1: PUBLIC ART PROGRAM / PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
OUTCOMES
ACTIONS
A plan for short term public art on a
Develop a Curatorial Rationale to inform a
temporary and ephemeral basis
program of temporary and ephemeral art that can
be delivered by both Council commissions and
individual artists
A program of temporary and ephemeral Artists engaged by Council to create artwork for
art delivered
changing program based on the Art Platform
infrastructure
Council will help to facilitate artistTo provide guidance and support for artists seeking
initiated art interventions in the public
permits to create temporary and ephemeral artworks
realm
on Council or private property

STRATEGY 2: PUBLIC ART AND INFRASTRUCTURE
OUTCOMES
ACTIONS
Opportunities exist for the public display To install at least three different forms of Art
of temporary and ephemeral art
Platforms including but not limited to, light boxes,
digital projection and art billboards
Capital works projects successfully
To develop cross-departmental collaborations that
integrate public art
help to identify and plan for appropriate integrated
art opportunities in Council infrastructure projects
Public Art will be integrated into public
To educate and partner with private sector
sector projects for built environments
developers to support the integration of artists as
across the Bathurst Region
part of their development application and approval
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RESPONSIBILITY TIMELINES
BRAG
Years 1–3

BRAG

Years 1–3
(on-going)

BRAG

Short and
on-going

RESPONSIBILITY TIMELINES
BRAG
Years 1–2

BRAG

3–5
(on-going)

BRAG

3–5
(on-going)

BUDGET

BUDGET
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STRATEGY 3: PUBLIC ART RESOURCES
OUTCOMES
All Public Art proposals undergo a
rigorous conceptual review process to
ensure artworks contribute to the Public
Art Goals.
All Public Art proposals undergo a
rigorous technical review process
to ensure artworks are safe and
appropriate for public spaces

AND MANAGEMENT
ACTIONS
To establish the Public Art Program Committee as
outlined in the BRC Public Art Framework

To establish the Public Art Technical Review Panel as
outlined in the BRC Public Art Framework

All Public Artworks in Council ownership All Public Artworks will be listed on the Asset
will be professionally managed over
Register and maintenance guidelines will be
their agreed service life.
developed to ensure the works are maintained at an
acceptable standard.
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RESPONSIBILITY TIMELINES
BRAG
Short-term

BUDGET

Whole of Council Short to
mediumterm

Asset
Management

Long-term
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COUNCIL’S ROLE
In formulating the BRC Public Art Framework, Bathurst Regional
Council recognises it has a broad remit in relation to creating an
environment where creativity, innovation and artistic expression can
flourish, and where the Bathurst Region will benefit from a diversity
of quality and regionally relevant artworks that generate public
interest, enjoyment and debate.
To achieve this goal Council sees its role as: a ‘Provider’, making it happen;
a ‘Partner’, helping to happen; and a ‘Supporter’, letting it happen.
‘Making it happen’
Council is developing an on-going program of new Public Art
commissions across the region. Commissioned works will include
both permanent and temporary artworks for public spaces and civic
infrastructure.
Council will deliver a series of ‘Art Platforms’ such a wall-mounted
lightboxes, art billboards, screen/LED based opportunities and
the installation of permanent digital projectors. Council will curate
a program of changing temporary and ephemeral artworks as
an extension of the BRAG artistic program. Opportunities for the
installation of Art Platforms across the region will be explored,
allowing for the circulation of Public Art across the community.
An initial focus on temporary and ephemeral art during the early
stages of rolling out the BRC Public Art Framework will encourage
a wide cross-section of artists and subject matter to be featured.
Temporary and ephemeral art approaches will provide an important
opportunity for Council to work with the Aboriginal community in
sharing their stories with the wider community.
Council is also committed to identifying opportunities for the
integration of artworks into relevant capital works projects. Where
Bathurst Regional Council Public Art Framework 2018

appropriate, artists will be engaged to collaborate with architects,
landscape architects, urban designers and engineers to enhance the
public realm and to highlight the creativity of the arts community.
‘Helping it happen’
In addition to Council initiated and commissioned Public Art, Council
will seek to build partnerships with the private sector to encourage the
commissioning of artworks to benefit both private development projects
and the public experience through enhanced public environments.
In order to help this to happen Council will, as required, provide
an advisory service to the private sector, giving guidance on the
public art commissioning processes and curatorial advice on the
identification of artists and conceptual approaches relevant to the
Bathurst Region. [See ‘Guidelines’]
‘Letting it happen’
In order to further encourage creative entrepreneurship, the
Framework has identified an important supportive role for Council
to establish clear and relevant guidelines to help facilitate artist and
community-initiated Public Art initiatives.
The Framework seeks to identify a clear pathway for externally
initiated artwork proposals to be reviewed and approved for the
public realm, including the timely issuing of required permits.
Community Engagement
In addition to delivering a range of Public Art outcomes, Council
believes it has an important role in raising the awareness of the
community regarding the Public Art program, individual artworks
and participating artists. This will be achieved through a variety of
educational and informational activities to be overseen by BRAG staff.
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GOVERNANCE
Bathurst Regional Council is committed to delivering well-planned,
conceptually relevant and high quality public artwork and as such will
implement a robust governance structure to oversee the identification
of opportunities, approval of proposals and installation of final artworks.
Both the Public Art Program and the Public Art Project approaches of
the Public Art Policy will be overseen by the Director of BRAG, assisted
by BRAG curatorial staff.
Proposals for projects associated with the Public Art Policy will be
reviewed by two expert panels with a diverse representation of art,
design and technical skills. They will be advisory committees and, as
such, will not necessarily be the final decision-makers.

Council Public Art Program
Classification 4: Temporary and ephemeral artwork, including
artworks proposed for the ‘Art Platforms’ and artist initiated
proposals of a temporary or ephemeral nature.
Non-Council Public Art
Classification 5: Third Party proposals as proposed by artists or
community groups for public art projects on public land.

Final decisions will be made according to the following five
classifications:
Council Public Art Projects
Classification 1: Permanent medium to large scale independent
public art commissions involving budgets over $50,000 and located
in prominent public spaces.
Classification 2: Permanent small to medium-scale independent
public art commissions involving budgets up to $50,000 and located
in prominent public spaces.
Classification 3: Permanent artworks integrated into capital works
projects such as public buildings, streetscape, landscape and
infrastructure works.

Bathurst Regional Council Public Art Framework 2018
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PUBLIC ART REVIEW PANEL STRUCTURE
Council has endorsed the establishment of two review panels, the
first focused around cultural and aesthetic review of proposals, to
ensure the Bathurst Region is commissioning artworks that are of
high quality, innovative, creative and especially relevant to Bathurst
and the identified Strategic Objectives listed in the Framework
introduction. The second review stream is the technical panel, which
is charged with reviewing artwork proposals from a fit-for-purpose
perspective.
Panel A: Public Art Program Committee
As stated, this panel is tasked with ensuring the right conceptual/
aesthetic decisions are made in relation to Council-initiated projects.
Panel A will have a lead role in all Classification 1 major public art
commissions and may be called upon to review art proposals
across other Classification where Council considers the artwork to
be challenging or contentious. The panel membership will include
Council’s professional curatorial team from BRAG, Elected Member
representation and will be augmented with additional local art and
built environment professional expertise.

Panel B: Public Art Technical Review Panel
This technical group comprises relevant officers from across the
Council with technical expertise in relation to the public realm and
asset management. This panel will only review preferred proposals
from the Panel A review.
For minor Council commissioned works and external proposals
within Classification 2, 3, 4 there may only be the need for specific
technical review and comment. In these instances, consulting relevant
technical staff for input ‘on an as-needs basis’ in relation to specific
concerns from project to project may be undertaken.
Panel B members will focus on the technical issues associated with
proposed structural engineering, materials and finishes from an
ongoing maintenance perspective, and issues associated with public
risk.

For small-scale Classification 2 and 4 projects, the reviews can, when
required, be undertaken by a subgroup of the Public Art Program
Committee comprising the BRAG Director and/or Curator plus other
specialist art advisors as deemed necessary.
The panel, in consultation with the Director, Cultural and Community
Services, can co-opt additional expertise as required by specific
projects, such as projects that reference Aboriginal or heritage
stories.

Bathurst Regional Council Public Art Framework 2018
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GOVERNANCE MATRIX
PUBLIC ARTWORK CLASSIFICATIONS
PROJECTS
PROGRAM
REVIEW AND APPROVAL

Assessment
PANEL A: Public Art Program
Committee
PANEL B: Public Art Technical Review
Panel
BRAG DIRECTOR
Sign-Off Level
Council endorsement where required
General Manager
Director Cultural and Community
Services
BRAG Director
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NON-COUNCIL
5
3rd Party proposals
[Public Land]
Community
Artist Initiated
Initiated

1
Independent
[mediumlarge]

2
Independent
[small–
medium]

3
Integrated

4
Temporary
[including
Public Art
Platforms]

YES

YES

YES

YES

If required

If required

YES

YES

YES

As required

If required

If required

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES
YES
YES

YES

YES
YES
YES
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GUIDELINES PART 1
PLANNING

Stephen Hart, Conversation 1988 (detail). Commissioned by Bathurst Regional Art Gallery Society Inc.

PLANNING GUIDELINES
The Planning Guidelines cover the initial identification of potential
art opportunities through to the approval of concept proposals from
commissioned artists.
They provide guidance in relation to: the type of art opportunities
to be explored; the relevant procurement models to be utilised
in relation to each artwork classification; options relating to the
different funding models available; and a Planning Matrix setting out
a step-by-step guide to the phases involved at the planning stage.

Council Initiated Art Opportunities
Permanent independently commissions
These involve permanent artworks that are commissioned for
key locations in a city or landscape and may take the form of an
independently commissioned sculpture or landmark artwork or a
small-scale site-specific work with a narrative concept relevant to the
Bathurst Region.
These independent commissions will ideally be stand-alone artworks
that are unique, site specific and special to a place and will involve
careful planning and the highest levels of review and approval before
proceeding.
Temporary independent commissions
Key to the development of the Framework is the focus on
commissioning temporary and ephemeral artworks which will involve
independent commissions either for selected public spaces or to
utilise the planned Art Platform infrastructure.
The temporary and ephemeral commissions are seen as an outreach
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extension of the BRAG Director’s focus on providing the Bathurst
community with access to high-quality artwork that might be playful,
intriguing or challenging. These commissions will therefore require
approval from Panel A and, if required, some technical review from
Panel B.
Integrated into civic infrastructure
Council intends to explore opportunities to work with artists/
craftspeople on integrated artworks as part of the landscape,
buildings, infrastructure or civic spaces. Options might include building
fabric such as facades, paving, glazing, architectural detailing and
public spaces, street furniture or retaining walls.
The goal of involving artists in integrated artworks will be the
development of unique detailing or furniture that has a strong sense of
place and uniqueness.
The integrated opportunities will require forward planning across
relevant Council departments to ensure the timely involvement of
selected artists and the project design and engineering team. Given
the integrated nature of these opportunities all approvals will require
presentations to both Panel A and B.

Non-Council Initiated Art Opportunities
Integrated into private built environments
Council can encourage and/or lobby private developers to identify
opportunities for integrated art on or in the publicly accessible
areas of their development. Where required, BRAG can provide the
developers with commissioning and curatorial advice.
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Artist initiated interventions
Council supports the concept of ‘Artist Interventions’ in order
to further activate the public realm and provide opportunities
for the community to encounter the unexpected. It involves an
artist choosing a location and subject matter for an artwork to be
displayed on public land and then seeking permission from Council
to implement the proposal, with or without financial support from
the Council.
Artists will be required to submit their proposals for review by
BRAG, or if required by Panels A and B, to ensure the content and
execution of the work is appropriate from a conceptual and public
risk perspective to the nominated public environment.

Bathurst Regional Council Public Art Framework 2018
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PROCUREMENT MODELS
There are a number of different procurement models that Council
will use for the commissioning of Public Art. The options have
various strengths and weaknesses, with some suited to large-scale,
big-budget artworks, while others provide greater flexibility and
efficiency suited to integrated, temporary or small-scale projects.
For the purpose of the Framework we have selected four different
models, which Council believes will provide the degree of flexibility
required to cover the anticipated range of Public Art to be
commissioned in the region.
1. Expressions of Interest (EOI)
This model is the most appropriate where the independently
commissioned art project (Classification 1) has a large budget and
will be located in a prominent public position. Bathurst Regional
Council will utilise this model where the budget for the artwork is
over $50,000 and will make the EOI package available to the arts
community through art networks, online, and press media.
The model has advantages and disadvantages, The main advantages
are that the process is both thorough and transparent and provides
young and emerging artists with an opportunity to have their work
considered, which may not happen in a curated process. Through
the EOI process, artists can submit examples of their previous work,
not concepts for the project, for consideration by the Public Art
Review Panel A, who will select a group of three artists who will be
paid to undertake the development of concepts through an invited
competition process.
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STEP
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

TASK
Prepare Brief and EOI package
Public call for artists to register
Receive and collate
Shortlisting process
Selection process
Advise outcome of the EOI
Selected artists contracted
Limited competition process
Concepts reviewed
Concept sign-off
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Endorsement where required

12

Selected artist contracted

RESPONSIBILITY
BRAG
BRAG
BRAG
BRAG
Panel A
BRAG
BRAG
BRAG
Panel A and B
Director Cultural
& Community
Services
General Manager
and/or Council
BRAG

In the case of Temporary Artworks (Classification 4), a simplified
EOI process can be used where Council is seeking artwork proposals
for temporary art activities, especially in relation to the Art Platform
infrastructure.
The disadvantage of this model, compared to the curated
competition, is that it is time consuming and requires considerable
resourcing by Council staff to process the EOI submissions.
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2. Curated Competition
For Classification 2 artwork opportunities a Curated Competition
model will be utilised as an efficient process to provide a competitive
approach without the expense of undertaking a full EOI. In this
model, BRAG’s curatorial team will select a shortlist of artists
with the required conceptual and technical skills required for the
specific artwork opportunity. The shortlist will be reviewed and
three preferred artists will be selected and paid to develop concepts
through an invited competition process.
STEP
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

TASK
Prepare brief
Shortlisting process
Selection process
Selected artists contracted
Invited competition process
Concepts reviewed
Concept sign-off
Selected artist contracted

RESPONSIBILITY
BRAG
BRAG
Panel A
BRAG
BRAG
Panels A and B
DCCS
BRAG

In addition to Council Public Art Projects, this model is ideal for
private sector commissions where a property developer wishes to
have a range of artwork concepts to choose from.
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3. Direct Engagement
This option allows for the engagement of a specific artist with the
right aesthetic and technical skills to undertake an identified art
opportunity without going through an EOI or competition process.
In an ‘Integrated Art’ project (Classification 3) the preferred artist
is selected through a curatorial process and asked to develop the
concept in conjunction with the project team.
The Direct Engagement model is particularly relevant in relation to
‘Integrated Art’ opportunities, especially where the artist is required
to work in collaboration with a project team, such as architects,
landscape architects or engineers. In a collaborative situation, it is
impossible to have a number of artists competing during the concept
development phase.
The model will also be utilised by the curatorial team when engaging
artists to create temporary artworks, especially for the ‘Art Platforms’
where a curatorial theme has been developed and artists are asked
to respond.
STEP
1
2
4
5
6
7

TASK
Identify Integrated Art
opportunity
Shortlisting process
Selected artist contracted
Concept development
Concepts reviewed
Concept sign-off

RESPONSIBILITY
BRAG
Panel A
BRAG
BRAG
Panels A & B
Director Cultural &
Community Services
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Non-Council Art Proposals
Council is supportive of artists and community groups proposing
concepts for temporary art interventions in publicly accessible
spaces (Table A).
Artists, Property Developers, and community groups will be required
to submit the concept proposal to BRAG for review and feedback.

Council is also supportive of private sector developers proposing to
independently commissioned artworks on private buildings and or
private land that is publicly accessible (Table B). This includes the
painting of ‘Street Art’ on privately owned buildings, with the written
permission of the property owner.
Council will be guided by relevant State legislations in relation to
public art proposals on private buildings and or private land.

TABLE A
STEP
1

TASK
Concept development

2
3

Receive artwork proposals
Proposals reviewed

4

Concept sign-off
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RESPONSIBILITY
Artists/Community
groups
BRAG
Panels A and B as
required
BRAG / DCCS

Council will encourage the private sector to seek advice on
commissioning processes and curatorial practices before embarking
on a public art project.

TABLE B
STEP
1

TASK
Concept development

2

Receive artwork proposals

2

Proposals reviewed

3
4

Proposal feedback
Issue permit as required

RESPONSIBILITY
Private sector developers
/ Private individuals
BRAG / Relevant Council
department
Panels A and B as
required
BRAG
Relevant Council
department
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PROCUREMENT MATRIX

PROCUREMENT MODELS

Options
Public Expressions of Interest (EOI)
Curated Limited Competition
Direct Engagement
Independent Art Proposals
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1
Independent
[medium-large]

PUBLIC ARTWORK CLASSIFICATION
PROJECTS
PROGRAM
2
Independent
3
4
[small–medium]
Integrated
Temporary

YES

NON-COUNCIL
5
3rd Party
proposals

YES
YES
YES

YES

YES
YES

YES
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COUNCIL FUNDING

NON-COUNCIL FUNDING

Dedicated Public Art budget
The Public Art budget will be required to provide sufficient resources
for the Public Art Program including temporary and ephemeral
artworks and permanent Public Art Projects as they arise.

The Framework covers the following options for non-Council funding
of Public Art:

Funding for permanent independent artworks will start with a
proposal for a specific artwork opportunity in a public place. It may
be an important artwork opportunity that involves a competitive
commissioning process and require a significant one-off budget.
Therefore, a budget bid would be developed seeking sufficient
funding allocation in the next Council budget round, supported by
relevant details to make the case for the expenditure.
Individual Capital Works budgets
Where there is a public artwork proposed for a capital works project
such as: civic/community buildings, open space, playgrounds, road or
bridge infrastructure and streetscape upgrades, an allocation for the
art can be included in the overall project budget.
Grants
Provision of funding in response to Public Art proposals from public,
philanthropic and corporate sectors.

Artist and community group initiated and funded artwork
In the case of proposals from artists and/or community groups
(Proponent) for artworks that are to be privately funded but installed
on public land, approvals will need to be obtained from Council
before they proceed. Once approved the artworks will remain the
property of the Proponent and therefore the Proponent will be
practically and financially responsible for: the care of the work while
in a public place; for its removal at the end of its agreed service life;
and for making good any damage to the site once the work has been
removed.
Development based Public Art opportunities
Increasingly the private sector is being expected to make a
contribution to Public Art as part of their place-making and open
space obligations. Many Property Developers recognise the value of
commissioning Public Art as part of their development and therefore
do so without being obligated to as part of the planning and design
process.
Council will discuss and explore opportunities for Public Art
requirement with private developers as part of the development
application process. Developers should be encouraged to fund
commissioned artworks that are integrated into the fabric of
buildings and infrastructure, or on publicly accessible exterior spaces.
Gifts and bequests
Occasionally Council may receive offers of artwork as gifts. Such
offers can be problematic, for example, Council may not wish to
offend the benefactor and therefore accept a work that perhaps
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lacks relevance to the municipality, or Council may reject an offer due
to the cost of transport, installation and on-going maintenance of the
artwork.
Bathurst Regional Council will discourage the donation of existing
artworks except where it can be demonstrated that the gift meets
the requirements of Council’s Collection Management guidelines
especially in terms of “Significance” to the Bathurst Region and
specifically the Public Art Policy. Where the proposed gift is an
artwork of some cultural and artistic merit, it can be accepted as part
of the BRAG collection.
In preference to gifted artworks, Council will encourage donations
of money towards the commissioning of new artwork through the
relevant Public Art Framework procurement process.

Bathurst Regional Council Public Art Framework 2018
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PLANNING PHASES AND ACTIONS
Phase 1: Opportunities

Phase 2: Curatorial

1.1
Identify artwork opportunities
Council will seek to identify relevant opportunities within each of
the Framework Classifications [see page 12]. The early identification
of opportunities in the planning process is critical to ensuring the
effective delivery of an artwork commission.

2.1
Artist selection process
BRAG Director and Curatorial staff to prepare a short list of potential
artists either through an EOI or a curatorial process.

1.2
Confirm budget approval
An artwork opportunity will need to be assessed against available
funds. It is important to ensure that the funding available is adequate
to deliver the required outcomes and needs to cover additional
funding required for EOI processing etc.
1.3
Prepare artwork brief
Once an art opportunity has been identified and confirmed, an
artwork brief can be prepared. The final form of the brief will depend
on the Procurement Model, [see page 18] for example: an EOI model
will require the preparation of an EOI package in addition to the
actual artwork brief; a curated competition model will require a brief
that in addition to the curatorial and technical information will outline
the competitive process; direct engagement model will involve a
brief that contains the basic conceptual and technical requirements
of the commission.
1.4
Submit proposal for approval
Once the art opportunity has been fully resolved in terms of available
budget, a procurement model and final brief, it will be submitted to
the Public Art review process as required by its Classification. (See
Governance Matrix)
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2.2
Artist approval process
The short list will be presented to Panel A, depending on the
classification of the project. (See page 12)
2.3
Concept contract
Council will establish Public Art contract forms, including a
contract to cover the scope of work required at the concept phase.
The contract will not only deal with the concept development
requirements, but also address important copyright and moral rights
issues.
2.4
Concept development
Once contracted, the artist or artists will be required to develop their
concept proposals in accordance with the artwork brief. Artists will
be paid a fee relative to the scope of concept work required and
advised of the time available for the concept development. In most
cased this will be in the order of six weeks.
2.5
Concept approval process
Concept proposals will be reviewed by the relevant A and B Panels
depending on the artwork classification of the project. In most cases
the artist or artists will be invited to personally present their concept
proposal to panel members.
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PLANNING MATRIX

PLANNING PHASE

1
Independent
[medium-large]

1. Opportunities
1.1 Identify artwork opportunity
1.2 Prepare artwork brief
1.3 Confirm budget approval
1.4 Submit a proposal for approval
2. Curatorial
2.1 Artist selection process
2.2 Artist approval process
2.3 Concept contract
2.4 Concept development
2.5 Concept approval process

PUBLIC ART CLASSIFICATIONS
PROJECTS
PROGRAM
2
Independent
3
4
[small–medium]
Integrated
Temporary

NON-COUNCIL
5
Non-Council
[public land]

BRAG
BRAG
BRAG
PANEL A

BRAG
BRAG
BRAG
PANEL A

PROJECT TEAM
BRAG
BRAG
PANEL A

BRAG
BRAG
BRAG
PANEL A / BRAG

PROPONENT
PROPONENT
PROPONENT
PANEL A / BRAG

BRAG
PANEL A
BRAG
ARTIST
PANELS A and B

BRAG
PANEL A
BRAG
ARTIST
PANELS A and B

BRAG
PANEL A
BRAG
ARTIST
PANELS A and B

BRAG
PANEL A / BRAG
BRAG
ARTIST
PANEL A / BRAG

PROPONENT
PANEL A / BRAG
PROPONENT
ARTIST
PANEL A / BRAG

PANEL A: Public Art Program Committee
PANEL B: Public Art Technical Review Panel
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GUIDELINES PART 2
DELIVERING

Philip Spelman, redjar redbottle 2013 (foreground, detail). Regional NSW Sculpture Acquisition
Program funded by the NSW Government through Arts NSW and Bathurst Regional Council

DELIVERY GUIDELINES
The Delivery Guidelines relate to the artwork fabrication and
installation phases of Public Art commissions. The focus of the
following guidelines is primarily related to the commissioning of
permanent artworks given that they require a more rigorous process
and oversight than temporary works. Where practical the guidelines
also refer to any variation between permanent and temporary, as well
as differences between the Council and non-Council commissions.
The Delivery Guidelines section provides a process matrix outlining
the step by step process from concept to reality. In addition, there
is information regarding the requirements of a commission contract,
the importance of progress reviews, discussion on site safety and
finally attribution requirements.
Commission contracts
Council will address the contractual issues associated with each
of the different artwork classifications to ensure that the contracts
are covering all the relevant legal and procurement obligations
associated with the expenditure of public money, while ensuring
that the contracts are, as far as practicable, in plain English and not
onerous on the part of the artist.
In relation to major Public Art (Classification 1), the contracts will
include, but not be limited to:
1. Artist’s details
2. Artwork brief [Attachment A]
3. Originality and exclusivity
4. Copyright
5. Moral rights
6. Agreed budget
7. Progress payment schedule
8. Insurance requirements
Bathurst Regional Council Public Art Framework 2018

9. Termination conditions
10. Maintenance Manual requirements
11. Artist’s proposal / delivery program (Attachment B)
Progress payments
It is common practice with artwork commissions to stage the
payments in recognition that the artist may be an individual with
limited financial means and, therefore, a payment schedule will be
negotiated to align with the key stages of fabrication and installation.
This may include a:
• Commencement payment
• 50% progress payment
• 80% progress or practical completion stage
• Final payment on handover
Progress reviews
In order that the progress claims from the artist can be certified,
it is proposed that Council will undertake, where practical, studio
inspections at key milestones to confirm that the relevant progress
has been achieved. Where personal inspections are not achievable
photographic evidence will be utilised for progress reviews.
The most critical review is undertaken at practical completion and
prior to the work leaving the artist’s studio. A detailed defect review
will, where practical, be undertaken to ensure that the quality of the
work is of an acceptable standard and that any identified defects can
be rectified before the installation of work on site.
Site safety
In the case of Independent and Integrated permanent artwork
commissions the artists d any sub-contractors employed by them will
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be required to have all relevant site safety and machinery licences as
required by construction industry law.
At a minimum anyone undertaking work on a construction site will
require a White Card, but in the event of operating any machinery
they will be required to provide appropriate operating licences.
All artists installing permanent or temporary artwork in a public place
will be likely to require at a minimum safety barriers and may require
partial or full road closures during the installation. Council officers
will provide advice and guidance on how to achieve the required safe
working environment.
Attribution
It is national best practice that commissioned permanent Public Art
projects include an attribution plaque. The plaque design will be
consistent across all Council commissioned permanent artworks.
The design will acknowledge Bathurst Regional Council as the
commissioner, the artist, the title and date of the work and where
appropriate a short artist’s statement. The plaque will be fixed in
close proximity to the artwork to ensure ease of viewing by the
public.

Bathurst Regional Council Public Art Framework 2018
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DELIVERY PHASES AND ACTIONS
Phase 3: Fabrication

Phase 4: Installation

3.1
Commission contract
Once a concept proposal has been approved to proceed to the
fabrication and installation stage a formal commission contract will
be exchanged the content of which will depend on the relevant
artwork classification (see previous contract discussion.)

4.1
Site preparation
The contracted artist will in the case of Independent artwork be
required to undertake or oversee all site preparation work, including
the foundation and any other structural engineering works required
for the installation of an artwork.

3.2
Artwork fabrication
The timeframes and issues associated with the fabrication of the
artwork will vary greatly from project to project, depending on scale,
materials and fabrication techniques. Each artwork classification will
present their own challenges.
It is common practice that a commencement payment is made to the
artist.
3.3
Progress reviews
Depending on the scale of work Council officers may wish to
undertake a progress review or reviews to ensure an artwork is on
schedule and conforms to the approved concept proposal. In the
case of major artworks being fabricated over six to 12 month it will
be necessary to review at agreed stages, for example – 50% and 80%
completion – in order to approve progress payments to the artist.
3.4
Practical completion review
Prior to a completed artwork leaving an artist’s studio or fabricators
factory, it is important for representatives from Panel A and B to
undertake a detailed review in order to identify any defects prior to a
work being transported to a site.
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In the case of integrated artwork, the site works will be in conjunction
with the builders to ensure proper coordination of on site trades and
the timing of the installation.
Prior to the commencement of site preparation the artist and
any sub-contractors will be required to provide all relevant job
safety information and relevant work licence cards as required by
construction industry regulations.
4.2
Delivery to site
The artist will be responsible for the safe delivery of the artwork to
the site and must ensure the work is covered by transit insurance. For
large scale works there may be a variety of permits required, such as
for road closures and safety barriers. Council will develop appropriate
safety guidelines for artists installing both Council commissioned and
non-Council commissions.
4.3
Installation
In the case of independent artworks the artist will be totally
responsible for the installation of the work and all trades involved
such as crane hire and site safety.
Integrated works are likely to involve the artist working with the site
foreman to ensure a coordinated installation process.
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4.4
Defects review
Once the artwork is finally installed there will be a detailed defect
review to ensure that there has been no damage to the work during
transportation or installation. Any defects will need to be rectified
before final handover can be undertaken. Once the artwork has been
installed on Council land Council will assume responsibility for the
insurance.
4.5
Artwork handover
The artwork will be handed over once any final condition reviews
and/or site rectification work has been completed. At this point
Council becomes the owner of the artwork, take responsibility for
risk management and make the final progress payment as per the
commission contract.
4.6
Artwork plaque
Council will be responsible for preparing an attribution plaque for all
Council commissioned permanent artwork, based on details provided
by each artist.
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DELIVERY MATRIX
PUBLIC ART CLASSIFICATIONS
PROJECT
PROGRAM
1
Independent
[medium-large]

2
Independent
[small–medium]

3
Integrated

4
Temporary

NON-COUNCIL
5
Third party
proposals
[public land]

3. Fabrication
3.1 Commission contract
3.2 Artwork fabrication
3.3 Progress reviews
3.4 Practical completion review

BRAG
ARTIST
BRAG
PANELS A and B

BRAG
ARTIST
BRAG
PANEL A and B

BRAG
ARTIST
BRAG
PANEL A and B

BRAG
ARTIST
BRAG
BRAG

PROPONENT
ARTIST
PROPONENT
PROPONENT

4. Installation
4.1 Site preparation
4.2 Delivery to site
4.3 Installation
4.4 Defects review
4.5 Artwork handover
4.6 Artwork plaque / Interpretive label

ARTIST
ARTIST
ARTIST
ARTIST
ARTIST
ARTIST
ARTIST
ARTIST
ARTIST
PANEL B
PANEL B
PANEL B
ARTIST/PANEL A ARTIST/COUNCIL ARTIST/PANEL A
BRAG
BRAG
BRAG

ARTIST
ARTIST
ARTIST
BRAG
BRAG
BRAG

ARTIST
ARTIST
ARTIST
PROPONENT
PROPONENT
PROPONENT

DELIVERY PHASE

PANEL A: Public Art Program Committee
PANEL B: Public Art Technical Review Panel
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GUIDELINES PART 3
MANAGING

Julie Squires, Peter Brock Memorial 2008 (detail). Commissioned by Bathurst Regional Council

MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES
Management and maintenance
Council recognises that asset management of public art is an
important consideration as public art programs result in the creation
of a collection of valuable assets. Therefore, Council commissioned
artworks will be listed on an Asset Register and wherever possible,
regular maintenance will be undertaken in order to minimise the need
for more costly conservation work if problems are left to deteriorate.
Critical to the Asset Register will be maintaining a library of artwork
‘Maintenance Manuals’ provided by artists at the completion of each
artwork. Regular scheduled maintenance of the outdoor public art
collections is important and will be linked to regular condition review
of the collection.
Public risk
Public risk is an important issue to consider when delivering Public
Art. Bathurst Regional Council will ensure a duty of care by requiring
all Public Art proposals undergo a risk assessment at the concept
stage to ensure that there are no obvious risk hazards inherent to
the concept. At the early briefing stage of Public Art projects, public
risk considerations will be written into all Council artwork briefing
documents. The review panel structure and ‘Review and Approval’
charts in this Framework detail the stages where Council’s risk
managers will be involved in the review of artwork proposals. This will
include not only permanent artwork proposals, but also assessments
of temporary artwork and installations in publicly accessible places,
which may need to meet many of the same public risk requirements
as a permanent artwork.
Copyright
Copyright is a transferable commodity and as such there are
situations in which a commissioner will require an artist to transfer
the copyright as a condition of the commission contract. Council is
Bathurst Regional Council Public Art Framework 2018

committed to national best practice will ensure wherever possible
that the artist shall retain copyright in their public art concept
proposals.
Copyright is an important issue when contracting Public Art for a
number of reasons. One reason for an artist to retain copyright is
to ensure that reproductions of the artwork are not created for the
financial gain of a third party. In the situation where the artist retains
the copyright in a concept the contract should stipulate that the
artist agrees not to re-create the concept or create a similar version
that might be construed as a copy of the original.
Moral rights
Public art is covered by the Moral Rights Act 2000 (‘the Act’). In
relation to the ‘right of attribution’ the Act acknowledges the artist’s
right to have his/her artwork correctly acknowledged and establishes
the Commissioner’s obligation to provide a permanent attribution
plaque that attributes the work to the artist and accurately attributes
the artwork in any published feature in which the artwork is
prominently displayed.
Council will ensure wherever possible the artist is acknowledged in
Council publications and will provide an attribution plaque at or near
Council commissioned permanent Public Art.
The Act also details ‘right of integrity’ which relates primarily to
questions of mutilation or distortion of a work that may be in some
way prejudicial to the creator’s reputation. In the case of public
artworks, the right also covers the destruction of the artwork and/or
the public exhibition of the artwork in a way that might be prejudicial
to the artist’s reputation.
In the situation where a work of art has been changed in some form
from the original, which the artist considers to have altered the work
34

and destroyed its integrity, the artist will be entitled to request that
the work should no longer be attributed to him/her. For example,
should a work require repainting, but is painted in a new colour,
without the permission of the artist, the artist could ask that the work
no longer be attributed to him/her. In this case the attribution plaque
will be removed and no further reference would be made to the artist
as the creator.
Where possible, when a commissioned artwork requires removal,
Council undertake to provide the artist with notification that the
work will be removed, relocated or destroyed in line with the Act.
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MANAGING PHASES & ACTIONS
Phase 5: Post-install
5.1
Rectify any defects
Following Installation, it is the artist’s responsibility to rectify any
defects in the artwork identified in the final Defects Review 4.4.

documentation, images or video files.The documentation will be
utilised for Council publications and made available to students and
researchers.

Phase 6: Maintenance

5.2
Maintenance Manual
Artist creating permanent artworks commissioned by Council will, as
a condition of their contract, be required to prepare a Maintenance
Manual which provides:

6.1
Maintenance Plan
Council will develop a five year rolling Maintenance Plan, which
identifies maintenance priorities and budget estimates per year for
the ongoing maintenance of the permanent Public Art collection.

• Details of the artwork, its material, finishes etc.

6.2
Condition reviews
In addition to the regular cleaning of the Public Art collection,
each work should be subjected to a condition review as part of the
scheduled maintenance regime. The timing for each artwork will
depend on the material, finishes and location.

• A copy of any structural engineering certification.
• Recommendations for future maintenance such as cleaning or
repainting as may be required relative to the proposed ‘service life’.
• Photographs of the artwork under construction and during
installation to assist any conservation work if required in the future.
Only when the Maintenance Manual has been provided and signed
off should the final Installation payment be made.
5.3
Add to Asset Register
Details of the artwork will be recorded on the Council Asset Register
and the artist’s Maintenance Manual in archived in both hard-copy
and digital formats as reference for any future maintenance or
conservation work.

6.3
Repair, replace or remove
The question of evaluating an artwork that has been identified as
requiring expensive conservation work can be difficult and at times
subjective.
These Guidelines include a set of evaluation criteria outlined in the
following section.

5.4
Documentation
All Council commissioned Public Art will be documented as
part of the BRAG archive. Where possible documentation will
include concept proposals, final work and any other supporting
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MANAGING MATRIX
PUBLIC ART CLASSIFICATIONS
PROJECTS
PROGRAM
MANAGING PHASE

1
Independent
[medium-large]

2
Independent
[small–medium]

3
Integrated

4
Temporary

5: Post-install
5.1 Rectify any defects
5.2 Prepare Maintenance Manual

Artist
Artist

Artist
Artist

Artist
Artist

Artist
N/A

5.3 Add to Asset Register
5.4 Documentation

BRAG
BRAG

BRAG
BRAG

BRAG
BRAG

N/A
BRAG/Artist

BRAG
Panel B

BRAG
Panel B

BRAG
Panel B

N/A
N/A

BRAG

BRAG

BRAG

N/A

6: Maintenance
6.1 Maintenance plan
6.2 Condition reviews
6.3 Repair, replace or remove
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NON-COUNCIL
5
Third party
proposals
[public land]
ARTIST
ARTIST [if
required]
N/A
PROPONENT/
ARTIST

N/A
PROPONENT
[if required]
PROPONENT
[if required]
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EVALUATION CRITERIA
When to repair, replace or remove Public Art
The following criteria will be utilised to provide a clear and robust
analytical framework to inform the Council’s decision making
associated with repairing, replacing or removing a public artwork:
Cost Criteria
This will involve an assessment of the artwork’s original cost, the cost
to replace, and the cost of conservation. One question to be asked is
whether the cost of undertaking conservation work can be justified
against the original cost or against the replacement cost.
Example A: In this hypothetical, artwork which cost $150,000 to
install 11 years ago would cost $200,000 if commissioned today.
An artwork conservator has estimated that the conservation work
would cost $15,000, which being only 10% of the original cost can
be justified as a worthwhile investment in a significant artwork and
therefore rated ‘HIGH’.
Example B: In this hypothetical, a small-scale low-budget artwork
that cost $10,000 ten years ago and would cost $15,000 today. The
conservation work is estimated to cost $5,000 , so it would appear
to be a ‘LOW’ rating in terms of cost benefits.
Lifespan Criteria
This involves reviewing the installation date, the current age and the
intended service life of the work. Some questions to be asked: what
might be the anticipated future lifespan if the conservation work
goes ahead? How much longer will the work last if no conservation
work is done?
Example A: In this hypothetical, the artwork is 11 years old, but
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anticipated that its service life would be in excess of 25 years and is
estimated to last a further 20 years. Once again, the artwork would
rate as ‘HIGH’ according to these criteria.
Example B: In this hypothetical, the artwork is at its ten year
anticipated service life and the conservation work has been
estimated to extend the lifespan of the work by a further 3-5 years.
It therefore does not seem a sound investment of funds for a minor
work at the end of its anticipated life.
Values criteria
This involves considering the prominence of the work in the public
realm, the cultural values of the artwork, making an assessment
of how the local community value the artwork and if there is any
existing public risk created by the existence of the artwork in its
current state. Some questions to be asked include: is the work of
such cultural or community value that it should be conserved at all
cost? Is its current state posing a public risk and as such needs to be
removed?
Example A: In this imaginary example, it has been established
that the artwork is of considerable cultural/aesthetic value, the
community is very fond of it and it is located in a very prominent
location. The condition review has established while it requires some
conservation work to the artwork finishes there are no structural
dangers or perceived public risks, therefore the artwork rates HIGH
against these criteria.
Example B: In this hypothetical, the artwork was created by a
relatively unknown artist and has little local cultural context and
although it is sufficiently liked by some local residents it is somewhat
hidden away so not widely recognised by the greater community.
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Being at the end of its anticipated service life the work has
developed a number of maintenance issues and presents some risks,
especially to children climbing on the work; therefore it is viewed as a
‘MEDIUM’ rating according to these criteria.

Note: These examples have been provided to give some insight as
to how the evaluation criteria sheets might be used to assess the
viability and value of committing maintenance funds to extend the
life of Public Art in the public realm.
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EVALUATION CRITERIA TEMPLATE
The following chart shows the three sets of criteria that can be used to make decisions relating to the repair, replacement or removal of
Public Art.

Artwork Details

Original Cost
$150,000

COST CRITERIA
Replacement
Conservation
Cost
Cost
$200,000

$15,000

COST
% Of Original
Cost

High

10%

YES

LIFESPAN CRITERIA

Example A

Artwork Details

Current Age

Service Life

Future Life

High

2007

11 years

25+ years

20 years

YES

VALUE CRITERIA
Community
Value

Site Prominence

Public Risk

High

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

LOW

YES

$10,000
Install Date
Example B

2008

Cultural Value
LOW
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$15,000

$5,000

LIFESPAN CRITERIA
Current Age
Service Life
10 years

10 years

VALUE CRITERIA
Community
Site Prominence
Value
MEDIUM

LOW

Medium

Low

VALUE PROPOSITION

Cultural Value

Original Cost

Low

LIFESPAN PROPOSITION

Install Date

COST CRITERIA
Replacement
Conservation
Cost
Cost

Medium

Medium

Low

COST
% Of Original
Cost

High

Medium

50%
Future Life

Low
YES

LIFESPAN PROPOSITION
High
Medium
Low

5 years

YES
VALUE PROPOSITION

Public Risk
MEDIUM

High

Medium

Low

YES
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